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Thin, robust and selective: good acute and chronic performance of the worldwide thinnest 
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Introduction: Transvenous cardiac pacing has become an increasingly applied therapeutic modality 
in congenital heart disease (CHD). In this highly selected entity patient age, size and anatomic 
variations pose extraordinary challenges to endocardial pacing which may be addressed by a new 
type of lead with unique design features. The lumenless SelectSecure™ model 3830 (Medtronic) 
has an outer diameter of only 1.4 mm (4.1 Fr), making it the world's thinnest bipolar electrode. We 
report our acute and longterm experience with this fixed-screw, catheter-delivered pacing lead in a 
heterogeneous CHD population. 
Methods: The majority of procedures (83%) were performed in conscious sedation. Venous access 
was obtained via subclavian puncture. Leads were either placed with steerable catheters (8.4 Fr) or 
in patients <20 kg with modified pre-shaped catheters (7 Fr) without the use of additional outer 
sheaths. 
 Imlantation                                     Last Follow up 
 Threshold Sensing Threshold Sensing 
atrial  
n=43 

0.7±0.3 V 
(0.3-2.7) 

3.05±1.68 mV 
(1.4-10.0) 

0.75±0.38 V 
(0.25-2.4) 

3.0±1.72 mV 
(0.18-6.6) 

ventricle  
n=28 

 0.5±0.22 V 
(0.25-1.3) 
 

13.3±6.76 mV 
(2.8-30.0) 

1.0±0.49 V 
(0.25-2.25) 

12±10.28 mV 
(1.8-31) 

Results: 71 leads were successfully implanted in 47 patients with median age of 14y (2-70) and 
median weight of 53 kg (10-114). 9 patients weighted below 20 kg. 78% of patients had previous 
CHD surgery. Follow up (FU) was 4.58y (2d-7.5y). 93% of ventricular leads were placed in septal or 
RVOT position. Initial pacing thresholds were low. One early (1.5 mo) and two late dislocations (13 
and 45 mo) occurred – all in the same patient. 6 electrodes were completely explanted in 4 patients, 
all during late FU and with sole traction force. All non-dislocated leads remained functional with only 
2 showing moderately elevated PT’s  >2 V. 7 patients dropped out due to deaths unrelated to 
pacemaker issues. 
Conclusions: The 3830 pacing lead can be successfully implanted in the CHD population with 
good acute and longterm performance. With modified delivery techniques the access size can be 
downsized to 7 Fr to take full potential of the very slim design - even for patients below 20 kg. The 
catheter-delivery allows for visualization of the target region in patients with challenging anatomy 
and selective-site placement. The unique tensile strength allows improved extraction and thus 
facilitates growth adaptation. Unfortunately, the lead has not yet been labeled MRI conditional, 
which would be mandatory for a more widespread use.  
 
 
  
 
 


